If Y is a subspace of a real Banach space X such that X/ Y admits an equivalent LUR norm, then X admits an equivalent LUR (strictly convex) norm provided Y also does.
Proof. (Depends heavily on that in [12] .) We shall consider only the case of LUR; the other case can be dealt with similarly (see [5] ). Let || • || be an equivalent norm on X, the restriction of which to Y is LUR. (For a simple construction of such a norm see e.g. [5] .) Furthermore, let | -| denote an equivalent LUR norm on X/Y which is greater than or equal to the factor norm | $fc,aU)=í* + â\2 + k~l{l +||7>a||)Í|x -Paix)f, for* g X.
Furthermore, let <t>k(x) = sup{<!>ka(x),â ^ Sxa X/Y), forx g X, and
Finally, let ||| • ||| be the Minkowski functional of the set {x g X: <b(x) + $(-.*)
The functions ®ka(x) will be used to transfer the LUR property of the norms || • || on Y and | • | on X/ Y to the whole space X.
It is easy to see that |j ■ ||| is an equivalent norm on X. We now show that it is LUR. To do this suppose that, for some e > 0, x g X and sequence {xn} such that (1) |||jc||| = 1 = HlxJI, lim|||x + xj| = 2 and \\x -xn\\ > e > 0 and find a contradiction. Because of the uniform continuity of the function <b0(x) = ®(x) + $(-x) on bounded sets on X, we have from (1) , that
and thus
and, from a convexity argument,
Again by convexity, (2) implies that ,0 2 * »»\ 2
We now show that beginning with some index n0, we have that (13) |x + â"|%(r-1 + l)2(l-463).
For, if it were not the case, then taking â'n = í_1Jc we would have, for infinitely many m's, >S3-dn which contradicts c" -» 0, dn -» 0. Therefore, beginning with some index n0, we have that \x + â"\2 ^ (r1 + 1)2(1 -4ô3) and hence by (9) and (8) we have that (14) \à"-tx\<82^8x, ||7iâ"-7i(/Jc)||<52and||Fa I^Usoll-lîolî1 + 1.
Thus, by (12) , for sufficiently large n > n0, we have that (19) \\x'n -tx"\\ < 282
(use (16) and (17)). Thus ||je -x|| < e, a contradiction and the proof is finished.
We end the paper with the following apparently open problem: Let X be a Banach space and Y be such a subspace of X that both Y and X/Y admit equivalent strictly convex norms. Must X admit an equivalent strictly convex norm?
